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Effect on Top side bearers of Casnub Trolley Wagons after Fitment of 

PU(POLYURETHANE) Side bearers 

The first version of CASNUB Trolley, i.e. CASNUB 22W were fitted roller type side bearers, which 

were free to move in cast steel housing, riveted on the bogie bolster. But for better suspension system 

the later versions of CCASNUB trolley, viz. CASNUB 22W(M), 22NL, 22NLB Bogies, were fitted with  

constant contact type of side bearer rubber pads located in cast steel housing which is riveted to the 

bogie bolster. After success of this type of side bearer, the CASNUB 22W were also provided with 

constant contact type of side bearer rubber pads with certain modifications called Retrofitment, which 

are now known as CASNUB 22W(Retro). CASNUB 22HS Bogies were initially fitted with helical spring 

loaded constant contact type side bearer, riveted/bolted on the bogie bolster which were later modified 

to PU(POLYURETHANE) type constant contact side bearer. 

 Wagons have been permitted with extra loading upto CC +6+2 t on all routes and CC +8+2 t on 

certain nominated sections. These wagons were permitted to run with the extra loading upto a 

maximum speed of 60 KMPH. Railway Board vide Letter No. 2005 / M (N) 204/2 dated 29.06.05 advised 

Zonal Railways to provide additional springs on the wagons. With the fitment of additional springs, these 

wagons were permitted to run upto 70/75 kmph in loaded conditions. Hence at higher speed more 

sturdier components are required to  be fitted in wagons. 

 PU side bearer is much more sturdier than rubber bonded side bearer pad being used on 

CASNUB Bogies. The failure rate of rubber bonded side bearer has also been increase after permitting 

overloading.  The failure of  PU side bearer is much lesser than rubber bonded pads. As such Railway 

Board vide Letter No. 2004/ M(N)/ 951/14/ Vol-I dated 17-06-09 had instructed to all Zonal Railways 

that all wagons,  fitted with constant contact type side bearer, being turned out from workshop after 

POH should be fitted with PU side bearer. Almost  75-80 % of CASNUB Trolley wagons are being 

converted to PU type side bearer so far. 

Problems of Maintenance Staff after fitment of PU Side Bearer : 

 After conversion to  constant contact PU side bearer, a new problem has been arisen to the Top 

side bearer of these wagons. The pressure between the Top Side Bearer and top of the PU side bearer 

has  been arisen due to the following reasons :- 

1. The stiffness of polyurethane rings are higher than the Metal bonded rubber. 

2. The area of contact between the top side bearer and top of the PU side is lesser than the 

existing metal bonded type side bearer. 

As a result of that there is an abrupt rise of Top Side bearer worn cases which is a cause of major 
concern for maintenance staff.  In some cases vertical worn of 10-12 mm of top side bearer have been 



noticed and groove have been formed. The pictures below shows the conditions of top side bearers 
during running. 
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 On the other hand there is no specific guidelines regarding worn limits of these top side bearers 
from RDSO so far. The maintenance staffs are replacing these worn top side bearers at their own 
discretion. In some cases reversal of worn surfaces by the maintenance staff have also been noticed due 
to material scarcity.   

Effect of worn surface of Top Side Bearer : 

 RDSO’s specification of polyurethane side bearers for use in freight stock (RDSO specification 

No.  WD-38-Misc-2004(Rev.1) lays  -  “During service, the Polyurethane side bearer pad is subjected to a 

compressive load of about 2.7.tonnes to 3.7 tonnes in static condition. In addition, the side bearer pad is 

also subjected to dynamic load of approximately 30.0 tonnes during operation of wagon in loaded 

condition, especially while negotiating curves in loaded condition.” (Para 1.3). 



From the above para it is clear that very high dynamic forces are in action during operation of 

wagon in loaded condition, especially while negotiating curves in loaded condition and any  

groove/worn  on top side bearer might restrict the free rotation of trolley which may contribute to 

derailment/accident of trains.  The following observations, as published in the website of Indian Railway 

Institute of Civil Engineering, Pune,  of Sr. DSO and Sr. DEN in an accident fact finding enquiry in the year 

2006 nullifying the views of DME/O&F is mentioned worthy- 

“ We do not agree with the plea made by third member(DME/O&F) that the side bearer does 

not participate in transmitting the load downward while it is known fact that the load transfer in case of 

negotiation of curve is not possible without putting the load on side bearers as it acts as a temporary 

prop, thus though the side bearers do not transmit loads in straight track, their importance on curve 

cannot be ignored.” 

Role of NC organization : 

The function of Neutral Control Organisation is  to maintain a standard  of repair and 

Maintenance practice of rolling stock by implementing  i) IRCA Rules,  ii) instructions/guidelines from 

time to time from Railway Board, RDSO, CAMTECH etc. which are codified. But in the matter of this 

newly arisen problem of top side bearer worn, there is no rules/ instruction/guidelines from the 

authority concerned. As such there is no uniformity upto what extent  a worn top side bearer can be 

allowed to run  in a CASNUB trolley wagon. On the other hand the NC staff without any authenticated 

document cannot enforce the Railway Authority to replace all the worn Top Side Bearers. 

Probable Solution for Top Side Bearer worn fitted with PU Side Bearer : 

 The probable solution to newly arisen problem of top side bearer worn fitted with PU side 

bearer by reducing worn of the same by strengthening/upgrading material composition/specification of 

top side bearer or any other means as deemed proper by competent authority.  

Cnclusion  : 

From the above discussion it may be concluded that it is very much essential to bring, this fact of 

abrupt rise of Top side bearer worn case, to the knowledge of concern Authorities such as RB, RDSO, 

CAMTECH for finding a suitable solution for reducing the wear on top side bearer  and also codifying 

maximum worn limit of Top Side bearer of CASNUB Trolly wagon fitted with constant contact PU side 

bearer and  uniform/ standard repair practice thereby.  

 

 


